The energy density of the central products in the ultra-relativistic heavy ion collisions are calculated. In our estimation, the special attention is paid to the space-time extension of the emission points of the secondary hadrons which are originated in the successive nucleon-nucleon interactions within the finite size of colliding nuclei. The average collision number per produced *On leave of absence from Institute for Nuclear Study, University of Tokyo, Tanashi, Tokyo 188. iv particle, in the final state interaction. is also calculated and is used as a criterion whether the system is thermalized or not. It turns out that the attainable energy density in the central heavy ion collision is sensitive to the space-time extension of the emission points. However, if the incident energy and the mass numbers of colliding nuclei are high and large, we can get high enough energy density for the phase transition from a hadronic state to a quark-gluon plasma state. 
In the theoretical predictions, however, there seems to be some ambiguities in the estimation of the maximum energy densities that may be realized in both the fragmentation [11-14J and the central [15-17J rapidity regions of the ultra-relativistic nucleus-nucleus (A-A') head-on collisions. One of these uncertainties comes from the unsettled A-dependence of the rapidity density at the central rapidity region [15,18J. Another significant origin of these ambiguities seems to be in the treatment of the space-time extension of the emission 2 points (STEEP). Namely, particles are emitted from the extended space-time region due to the finite sizes of the colliding nuclei.
This STEEP effect may be seen in every rapidity region [13,14,17J . In addition, once we take account of the STEEP effect in the calculation of the energy density, it also becomes crucial [17J how to treat the frame-independent finite hadron size, -1 fm, conjectured by Bjorken [19] .
As for the thermalization of the system produced in high energy A-A' collisions, the investigation has not been fully developed yet [8,12,17J reflecting the complexity of problems in soft QCD theory.
In most of the works, the thermalization of the produc'edsystemis preassumed or only qualitative explanation to attain such a ther~ malized state is ho~efully stated. However, under the circumstance that the inside-outside space-time structure of the hadron production holds well, the thermalization of the system is not necessarily ob-* vious [17J and it shoul d be investigated anyhow, quantitatively.
In the present work in terms not of soft QCD but of hadrons, we have systematically investigated the attainable maximum energy density, €max' of the system produced in the central rapidity region through the various A-A' collisions at various incident energies. The average collision number per particle, C , within the system is also 'If calculated and is used as a criterion for the thermalization of the system. On the assumption that the system is thermalized when C 'If exceeds certain value, say three, we can estimate the energy density, *Recently, an interesting explanation is given by Van Hove [20J although still being qualitative.
...
3 £th' at the thermalized stage of the system. In these calculations the STEEP effect is, of course, taken into account. The two energy densities, £max and £th' are shown in A-AI plane for various incident energies. From the results we can say that the QGP state is certainly created through the high energy heavy ion collisions if the incident energy and the mass numbers of the colliding nuclei are high and large enough. Moreover, from the study of the space-time evolution of the centrally produced system, we are able to estimate the spatial volume and the four~dimensional volume that the QGP state occupies in the A-AI collision processes. This paper is organized as follows: In the next section, basic formula for the energy density, £, is given as a function of the pro-" per time t of the system. The STEEP effect is considered in Section 3. In Section 4, the hadron multiplicity in the system is obtained by using the multi-chain model (MCM) [21,22J for A-AI collisions [23] . Our results are given in Section 5. The final section is devoted to the discussions and conclusions. Further, we will pay particular attention to the facts on N-N collisions that (a) the rapidity density and the inelastic cross section, a~~, markedly increase with the incident energy above TeV region [28J and (b) the correlation length of produced particles in rapidity space is 1-2 [29] . 
A
The number density of the system at t is obviously given by where EO stands for the mean transverse mass of secondary hadrons within the system and is taken to be 0.4 GeV.
A A
The sjstem expands ~ith t along the direction z of the incident
nuclei. The transverse expansion of the system may be negligibly small, at least, during' the early stage of the e~pansion [30] of the system •. Then (4 ) where SAA ' is the overlapped area of the colliding nuclei ,with radii RA and RA' given by 1. According to our assumption (ii), hadrons of rapidity y appear after TO ch (y-n) and away TO sh (y-n) from the point o.
Because we take t = 0 when all the particles in the system appear as hadrons, the time difference between the point 0 and t = 0 is given by TO ch (Y2 -n) (TO ch (Y1 -n)) provided IY2-nl > IY1 -nl (I Y2 -nl < IY1 -nl)· In our case, A ~ AI and then IY2 -nl > I Y 1 -nl, the system has already extended at t.= 0 by
The system continues to expand and the longitudinal extension at t > 0 becomes* *The expression (6) corresponds to the free expansion [31J of the system and gives the upper limit of the longitudinal size of our system.
8 However, once we try to take the STEEP effect into account, the above expression for the longitudinal extension of the system becomes insufficient.
Geometrical Explanation of the STEEP Effect
Even if we take account of the Lorentz contraction of the colliding nuclei, they still have finite sizes. In addition, if we adopt the conjecture of Bjorken [19J that any hadrons never shrink less than 1 fm at any reference frame, the nucleons within the colliding nuclei and also nuclei themselves do not contract less than 1 fm. As a result the emission points of secondary hadrons, which stem from mul- termine the boundary of our system on z-direction .. The time t = 0 is taken to be the instant when the particle of rapidity Y2' which is emitted at point Q, appears within the system as a hadron.
A Accordingly, the longitudinal extension of the system at t > 0 is given by (7) There are two factors that make the longitudinal distance of the system prolongate compared with the case in which emission points degenerate to the point O. One is due to the extension of the emission A points to t direction; (8) where tA = OR' = to -tp = (2RA + Sh ch (Yin + n))ch (Yin -n)/sh (2Yin) (9) tA'= QTRT = tQ -tR = (2RA' + Sh ch (Yin -n))ch (Yin + n)/sh (2Yin)· (10) As is clear from Fig. 2 , the difference of the emission time between points 0 and Q is just tA + tAl which leads us to (8) . The other origin of the prolongation of zAA is due to the extension of the emission points to the z direction. It is nothing but the last two terms in (7) and is given by
where LA = OF = RRI -TRI = -{th(-Yin-n) -th(Y1 -n)} tA and LA' = CE = ppl -Spl = {th(Yin-n) -th(Y2-n) }t A , .
The factor Sh in (9) and (10) comes from the frame independent size [19J of nucleons. For the comparison we have also investigated the case of Sh = O. In the latter case, the STEEP effect is only due to the finite sizes of the Lorentz contracted nuclei and it would disappear in the high energy limit.
Before going to the next step, one should note the following: The distance between hadrons within the system at t = 0, ZAA(Y1'Y2;0)-Sh'
is about the fireball size observed by the pion interferometry [29J.
Considering our path to the thermalization of the system (iii), our choice of AY = Y2 -Yl = 1 may be reasonable.
Average Collisioin Number per Particle in the System
During th~ longitudinal expansion, the hadrons in the system interact with each other and the system tends toward the thermalized state. If the interactions take place so frequently, the system will be thermalized~ . For simplicity, we assume that all the hadrons in the centrall y produced system are pions. The mean free path of a pion in the system is given by
As for the cross section of w-w interaction, we take the. value of O'i~ = 20 mb which is rather the modest value in comparison with that expected from the phase shift analysis of w-w scattering [32] .
"
The average collision number per pion, C w (Y1' Y2;t), within the " , .
" time interval 0 < tl < t will be obtained as follows;
The mean relative velocity v(Y1'Y2) among pions in the COMF is taken to be the di spers ion Il, where Before the final hadrons of rapidity Y2 appear within the sys-A tern, namely at t < 0, the collisions may begin to take place among pions which have already produced. In addition the collisions, that * may take place in the transverse direction [15] , are not included in (15) . From these reasons, we will take rather small values of Cw, say three, as a criterion of the thermalization of the system. 
However, in the real case of A_AI coll is ion the constraint of energy .
momentum conservation in the successive collisions becomes very important. For this reason we employ the MCM [21, 22] in order to get Ii plausible N(Yl'Y2) [23, 33] "everi for the cases where no experimental data is available yet.
In the scheme of the MCM, A-AI collisions are considered as fol lows [23] : W A (W AI ) nucleons in the projectile (target) nucleus are wounded and each of them repeatedly interacts on average, with VAl (VA) nucleons in the target (projectile) nucleus. In total, C inelastic interactions take place in an A-AI collision where
As usual, W and ~ are calculated by using Glauber formula [34] for
..
and (21) j bm 2 { NNf 2
where tA(b) is the nuclear thickness defined by
and is normalized as (23) For the nuclear density, PA(b,z) we use the parametrization in [36J.
By exchanging the role of A and AI in (19) and (20), we can get the expressions for W AI and vA.
In ( In the A-AI collision, the above effect is prominent especially in the cases of small A and large AI. This is because most of the nucleons 14 in the smaller nucleus A pass through the central region of the larger nucleus AI. This inclination can be clearly seen in Table I Table II .
Rapidity Density and Multiplicity
From the analysis of h-A collisions it turns out that the rapidity density at the central region depends little on the way of the energy partition to the particle production in each collision [22] .
Therefore, only for the simplicity of calculation we take the view of the equipartition of the energy momenta to the multiple collisions [21, 22] . As a result, the desired rapidity density and the integrated multiplicity N(Y1'Y2) are expressed in the following simple formula The probability density for the equipartition distributions of the I light-like momentum fraction x% is given by
where the free parameter Q is taken to be unity [22J which corresponds to v-body distribution according to their phase spaces [21J.
In (26), we parameterize G as follows; Table I with other quantities. Finally it should be noted that aN is less than aC. This is due to the constraint of the energy momentum conservation and the effect of this constraint is clearer in lower incident energy as are shown in Fig. 3 and Table II. *In the resultant rapidity density of (26) with (28), it may be slightly underestimated at both fragmentation regions and be slightly overestimated at the central rapidity region [37J in comparison with the results of the energy partition L38,39J that can reproduce well the leading particle spectra in h-A collisions. -C (at 7 TeV/N) [40] , Si -Ag (at 3.6 TeV/N) [33] and Ca -Pb (at 100
TeV / N) in Fi g. 5. The va1ue~ plotted along the lines are C IS. We 1T .
can judge from these figures whether the therma1ized high energy density matter, the QGP state, is realized or not. We can also guess how long does such a QGP state last. One should notice that there are cases where the energy density of the system at t = 0, £max' is well above the critical value, say EC -1 GeV/fm 3 , but it becomes less than €c at the time of therma1ization. In such cases, we do not consider that the QGP state is created. The results are shown in Fig. 9 . As a reference, the volumes of U and Fe nuclei are about 17 x 10 2 and 4 x 10 2 fm 3 , respectively. Some contours in Fig. 9 disappear abruptly at halfway of the line. It means that due to the constrain of £ > £c' there is no region of the QGP state. V max is at least 2 x 10 2 fm 3 and comes up to 25 x 10 2 fm 3 in QGP the very high energy and heavy nucleus collisions. Because V~~~ is determined by the value of £c' it is independent of Sh only if the QGP state is realized. 18 In Fig. 10 (1) E dependence: In our formulation, the incident energy de-NN pendence has been incorporated through crin' the rapidity density
Contour Plots of the Energy Density in
G(x+/x+, X Ix ) in N-N collision and Lorentz factor in (9) and (10) . The increase of a~~ with E brings us to the increase of C through (21) and therefore of N(Y1'Y2). The rapidity density G also increase with E, although it has upper limit determined by B in (29) . Moreover, the more the radii of colliding nuclei are contracted, the less the STEEP effect is. All of the energy dependences of cr~~, .G and Lorentz factor affect to make € increase with E. C given by (15) also increase with E ".
through the increase of N(Y1 'Y2). These incl inations agree well with our results.
(2) A-dependence: There are three competing elements which affect the values of € and C. As A becomes larger, C increases according ".
to (21) . This is the only element to increase £ and C with A. ' 11' SAA 1 in (4) ZAA only logarithmically (see (15)), the effect of including Sh is still large. This is due to the large numerical factor, which depends on A as A aN -aS , in front of the log arithmic function. (1) Difference with and without the STEEP effect: The energy density, achieved in ultra-relativistic heavy ion collision, has been frequently estimated as follows; (35) In the calculation, the colliding nuclei are considered as infinitely thin pancakes. As a result, the emission points of particles in A-A' interaction shrink into one point in z direction. Therefore, we have the following one to one correspondence between y and z;
Then, we get
This relation is essentially the same as [15] . However, once the STEEP effect is taken into account, above simple formula, especially . . Sh is taken to be 1 fm. In the shaded region, the QGP state may be rea:l ized. '" t···· Reference to a company or product name does not imply approval or recommendation of the product by the University of California or the U.S. Department of Energy to the exclusion of others that may be suitable. 
